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The Art of WW1 (2018) (Two Sessions)  

Session 1 Early and Mid-war  

Slide 1 Title Slide + click  

Before the First World War broke out there had been a period of great ferment 

and innovation in the European art world. You can see some of the results on 

the slide. And the war itself had been anticipated by the works of visionary 

painters like Kandinsky and Meidner that I’ll show you soon. Click But the 

trauma of the war soon made its mark on the artists who were part of it, and 

they produced an extraordinary range of images that showed the immediacy 

and horror of their experiences and feelings. Avant-garde artists from Europe, 

Russia and America came up with art that reflected the degradation, the 

horror and reality of the trenches, and many of their works are now counted 

among the landmarks of early twentieth-century art, though they might not be 

easy to look at, nor to decipher. Others followed with realist, expressionist, or 

allegorical art that drew on their own wartime experiences. Of course, not all 

artists were avant-garde. Many of the official war artists were better classified 

as academic artists, chosen because they painted pictures that the generals, 

the public and politicians could relate to. And few on our side were allowed 

anywhere near the fighting anyway.  The harshest images were made in the 

later stages and especially after the Armistice, when artists like the German 

Otto Dix had time to reflect on their own experiences and time to paint. All of 

the artists who lived through the war had their lives thrown into turmoil to a 

greater or lesser extent – and now they could paint again. 

Slide 2 A Bitter Truth 

I’ve approached these sessions using the framework of Richard Cork’s book as 

it helped me put the works in context with the progress of the war. I have of 

course taken the overall content from a much wider variety of sources. (“A 

Bitter Truth. Avant- Garde Art and the Great War” by Richard Cork, New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1994. 336 pp.) 

Slide 3 List 

In Europe, prior to the outbreak of war, there was a host of avant-garde art 

movements that came and went, that changed as artists approached them in 
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different ways. I’ve summarized those major movements in your notes to save 

me discussing them in any detail.     

Slide 4 Before the War 

England was a green and pleasant land, at least for those who had money, time 

and leisure. A great many of the people though were poor and lived and 

worked in often sordid and dangerous conditions, many had stunted growth, 

had rickets, were ill-nourished and were hardly suitable material to make into 

soldiers. 

Slide 5 OBHS Gates + click for Stanley Spencer’s “Resurrection of the Soldiers”  

Today, though we all have images in our minds of the battlefields, what we can 

see in NZ are public memorials that dot the country – stained glass and plaques 

in churches, memorial gates, memorial sculpture, memorial halls etc. You can 

see here how the gates to OBHS were converted into Memorial Gates after the 

war.  Many communities lost many of their young men to that war and its 

aftermath. Yet the memorials shy away from the horrors and obscenities of 

that war. We just read platitudes like “lest we forget” “their name liveth 

forevermore”, “unselfishly gave their lives for King and Country”, “they shall not 

grow old” etc. And even if some of these memorials are imposing, most tend to 

gloss over or ignore the obscenity of the sacrifices. Unlike the Memorial 

builders who came later many of the artists who witnessed or experienced that 

war first hand felt compelled, like the war poets, to reflect their experiences in 

works of art. click 

These artists were often angry at the stark differences between the lies and 

half-truths in the press, the words and images on propaganda posters, and the 

realities, the hopeless attacks that young men were committed to by their 

inept leaders and politicians. Some artists were wounded; some suffered 

breakdowns; some died. Little wonder the survivors wished to show the bitter 

truth. 

Slide 6 Paul Nash Making a New Sunrise 1918 + click for words + click for 

Generals 

The term “bitter truth” was coined by Paul Nash whose paintings and drawings 

of 1918 battlefields show utter desolation. As a 2nd Lieutenant with a life-
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expectancy measured in hours he’d been lucky enough to break a rib and get 

sent home 3 days before he’d have found himself in the Battle of Messines. His 

fellow officers and men were decimated many times over in yet another push 

(at St Eloi). By the time Nash got back to the front in time for Passchendaele in 

1917, he’d been made an official war artist. He was disgusted by what he saw, 

and he wrote those memorable words to his wife: click “It is unspeakable, 

godless, hopeless. I am no longer an artist interested and curious. I am a 

messenger who will bring back word from the men who are fighting to those 

who want the war to go on forever. Feeble, inarticulate will be my message, 

but it will have a bitter truth, and may it burn in their lousy souls!”   

Nash was all too aware of the ferocity of the battles, the machine age 

armaments capable of dealing death and destruction on an unprecedented 

scale, and the miseries of trench life. Click The soldiers on all sides were still 

being led by men whose tactics were 19th C, who were in command often by 

virtue of their position in society, and in most cases by where they were on the 

seniority lists. Old dodderers who never visited the Front and who didn’t know 

how to cope. By this time, Nash was no longer alone in his fury. Other artists 

on all sides of the conflict were producing images more intense than anything 

they’d ever done before, and (in many cases) would ever do again. 

Slide 7 Lady Butler Scotland Forever (Scots Greys at Waterloo) 1881 + click for 

Retreat from Mons 1927 

Meanwhile, far from the front lines, seasoned academic painters like the 

redoubtable Lady Butler continued to produce images using the conventions of 

earlier times and earlier wars. Her paintings bore no relationship whatsoever 

to the realities of this one (or earlier ones). But when her son was wounded in 

action she finally admitted that the gallant plumage and glinting gold and 

silver on my canvasses gave way to universal grimness. Click Yet she never 

managed to capture this grimness, and had to leave it to other, younger artists 

less wedded to traditional art, and who knew about that grimness first hand. 

Even long after the war she was still painting to the old formula of pluck and 

glory though now minus the gallant plumage of the past.  
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Slide 8 Ludwig Meidner Apocalyptic Landscape, Burning City 1913 + click for 

enlargement + click for I and the City 1913 

The outbreak of the war had coincided with an exceptional period of ferment 

and innovation in Western art. A proliferation of avant-garde movements had 

arisen in the pre-war years, though they were swallowed up to some extent by 

the war. The usual art markets dried up. Many artists were called up or 

volunteered. Some artists contrived to do some art while in the army, but they 

had to be unusually resourceful. 

Expressionism lent itself to the subject of war without too much compromise. 

Remember, Expressionists tried to put their feelings into a picture by the use of 

jagged edges, unnatural colours, distortions of usual shapes and so on.  Most 

of the Expressionists at the time were German or Russian, with a few 

Frenchmen and Belgians.  

It’s interesting that Ludwig Meidner had produced a series of apocalyptic 

paintings in 1912-13 that seemed to predict the coming horrors. His 1913 

pictures (Apocalyptic Landscape, Revolution, Burning City and Bombing a City) 

were frenetic visions of impending disaster. click Here’s one of his Apocalyptic 

Landscapes in which we can see helpless refugees from a city fleeing the 

extinction sweeping towards them. As a German, though, Meidner would 

already have been expecting a war because the Kaiser had been sabre-rattling 

for some time. Artists in France and Britain seemed blissfully unaware of the 

gathering storm. The more belligerent of the German newspapers had for 

some time been talking in terms of war being a saviour, a physician, rather 

than being our destroyer. And many hoped Germany would become the new 

Britain, a world power. Click But Meidner was not alone in seeming to predict 

disaster. He even pictured himself in a burning city. 

Slide 9 Wassily (vassillee) Kandinsky Improvisation 30, Cannons 1913 

The Russian Expressionist Kandinsky painted a series of works associated with 

the last judgment, the deluge, or the four horsemen of the apocalypse before 

the war. So his works have a biblical element, and they are obsessed by 

engulfment on a massive scale (Compositions, The Deluge, Improvisation etc). 

Improvisation 30 shows cannon firing lower right and seeming to undermine 
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the stability of the land. And this, before war actually broke out and cannon 

started to fire. 12 min 

Slide 10 Wyndham Lewis Composition 1913 + click  

In England, Wyndham Lewis, editor of Blast magazine, was trying to 

incorporate some belligerence into his Vorticist works. But the Vorticists 

weren’t promoting real war; they were promoting an aesthetic revolution. 

Vorticism, like Futurism that we’ll look at soon, emphasized the value of 

violent energy and the machine age. And in the visual arts Vorticism was 

expressed in abstract compositions of bold lines, sharp angles and planes. click 

But Lewis found himself making images of war before there was a war. In this 

early Vorticist work he’s concentrating on what he said was the centre of 

modern life’s metaphorical whirlpool. There are militant blocks representing 

armies, a bit like the diagrammatic battle maps found in history books – 

rectangles for infantry groups, little squares for cavalry, white for us and black 

or shaded for them. But Vorticism was clearly quite unsuitable for conveying 

the realities of war on canvas or paper. 

Slide 11 Ludwig Meidner On the Eve of War (drawing) Aug. 1914 

At that time, only an artist of Meidner’s visionary fire was capable of capturing 

the anguish of a nation about to be engulfed in war. At the beginning of August 

(1914) Germany was waiting for Russia’s reply to an ultimatum demanding 

they demobilize within 12 hours. Meidner did this drawing On the Eve of War 

during that time of acute tension.  We can see Berlin crowds jostling beneath a 

banner that reads Ultimatum (oolteemaatum). At the rear there’s a cluster of 

arms rising up as if in salute – not unlike the seas of hands that would salute 

the Fuehrer not too many years later. But the faces in Meidner’s agitated 

drawing are anything but cheerful. There’s apprehension; some look appalled; 

the woman in the right foreground seems hysterical at the prospect ahead. 

Slide 12 Christopher Nevinson works done in 1915 and 1916 

As the armies started to struggle there were many examples of what we might 

call a “return to order”. That is a reaction against some of the avant-garde 

approaches. Many artists started to return to more traditional realistic images, 

because highly abstract language just didn’t work. So though Nevinson started 
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off with futuristic or vorticist images, he soon retreated (like Severini) (in 1916) 

to more representational imagery. He found that approach conveyed better 

what he was seeing and experiencing.  

Slide 13 Ernst Barlach Holy War (1914) and Donna Nobis Pacem (1916) 

When the horrors of 1916 came (huge losses on all sides at Verdun and on the 

Somme) many artists became obsessed with what the German Expressionist 

Max Beckmann described as the “endless desolation”. They wanted to portray 

anguish laced with compassion, to make landscapes like the surface of the 

moon.  So, whereas the German Expressionist, Ernst Barlach, had greeted 1914 

with a vengeful lithograph (for Kriegszeit) called “The holy war” showing a 

Gothic warrior advancing across a bare plain, his sabre ready to strike, by 1916 

he was producing this pleading image “Donna nobis pacem” (Give us Peace).  

Slide 14 Georg Grosz The Shell 1915 

When Georg Grosz (1893-1959) was invalided out of the German army in 1915 

he was scared stiff he’d recover enough to have to go back, and he did a series 

of powerful anti-war drawings. By now there was little sign of abstractionist 

loyalties among most of these artists. Abstraction couldn’t hope to convey a 

truly tragic vision. Grosz’s solution was to draw or paint like a snapshot, 

working either from memory, or, more probably, from a press photograph. 

Around the cloud of this explosion there’s a circle of dead and maimed bodies.  

Slide 15 Armistice + click  

By the time newspapers proclaimed the end of the war and Kaiser Bill had fled 

to Holland, millions of young men would be dead or maimed. So the jubilation 

that greeted Germany’s surrender was short-lived. Click For the defeated side 

humiliation was heaped on humiliation. War reparations meant that the 

Weimar Republic couldn’t look after the army of physically and mentally 

crippled men who’d returned from the trenches, or the families of those that 

didn’t return. Otto Dix and George Grosz were artists who portrayed these 

veterans as travesties of men. We’ll see some of their works later. So let’s look 

at all of these changing influences, more or less in chronological order. 17 min  
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Slide 16 Max Beckmann Weeping Woman drypoint 1914 

Soon after war was declared in Germany Max Beckmann did this powerful 
etching of a Weeping Woman (Weinende (vine ender) Frau). In her best hat 
she seems an isolated being, subject to very private grief, and oblivious to the 
frowning face behind her. Her mournfulness will spread to more and more of 
the population. Beckman reacted to the outbreak of war by calling it the 
greatest national catastrophe, and though, like others including Otto Dix, he 
had espoused Nietzschean (neecheean) ideas, these beliefs were pretty quickly 
eroded during the closing months of 1914. For by then his experiences of 
ambulance service on the Eastern front (September 1914) removed any initial 
bellicosity. The war, though, would be the making of Beckmann as an artist. 
 
Slide 17 August Macke Farewell 1914 + clicks  
 
August (owgoost – oo as in good) Macke was one of the leading German 
Expressionists, and had he survived the first stages of the war he might well 
have come to a similar understanding of the hopelessness of everything. His 
large painting, Farewell, was only given that title retrospectively. It shows 
people involved in the countless departures, the splitting up of families in 
Germany and all over Europe during August 1914. It’s a pessimistic vision, a 
sombrely-coloured image - faceless women waiting solemnly while their men 
are signing on or leaving. 
 
Just after he’d painted this work Macke was sent with his Rhineland Regiment 

to France (on 8th August), there to lose whatever Nietzschean (neecheein) 

illusions he had ever had. He wrote to his wife a month later “It is so ghastly 

that I don’t want to tell you about it”. A few days later he wrote again to 

reassure her that he was healthy and in a good state of mind, but as battle 

followed battle he found the strain immense and he protested that the people 

of Germany, drunk with ideas of victory, don’t suspect how terrible war is. Click 

Shortly before war broke out he’d painted his little son’s toys. Click But he’d 

never see his family again for on 12th October he was reported missing, 

presumably killed in action. Farewell for him was prophetic. 

Slide 18 Wyndham Lewis Combat No 2 1914 

In England the Vorticist leader Wyndham Lewis (he delayed signing on till 

1916) was still preoccupied with images of implacable physical engagement, 
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and in Combat No 2 he gives dehumanized images to his three clusters of 

apparently armoured soldiers locked in struggles to the death. Their limbs are 

piston-like, and the image appears both sinister and urgent. We can’t tell who 

are the goodies and who are the baddies. 

Slide 19 Peter August Böckstiegel Departure of the Youngsters 1914 

But many other artists greeted the outbreak of hostilities with warlike and 

patriotic images. Germans especially were drunk with the thought of easy 

victory. Böckstiegel (bookshteegl) here has painted a noble and heroic youth 

inspired by love for the Fatherland. He’s arising from his peacetime sloth as if 

charged with a God-given mission. He’s ready to do battle with the enemy 

forces. We’re reminded of that Rupert Brook 1914 sonnet that he 

inappropriately called Peace: Now God be thanked who matched us in this 

hour, And caught our youth, and wakened us from sleeping.” Was he describing 

a typical teenager? 

Slide 20 Barlach The Avenger sculpture (bronze) 1914 

Ernst Barlach made a sculpture modelled on his lithograph of the Gothic 

warrior. It accentuates the headlong charge by now bending him at a more 

horizontal angle. The hurtling swordsman has taken on the awesome power of 

a maniacal prop forward. 21 min to here 

Slide 21 Natalia Goncharova St George the Victorious 1914 + click to remove 

ballet + click for Blake’s Death on a Pale horse c.1800 

While Böckstiegel and Barlach were justifying the German cause with biblical 

references, in Russia the Futurist artist Natalia Goncharova (as it looks) was 

claiming the same divine authority on behalf of Mother Russia. Before the war 

she’d been mainly occupied with the Russian Ballet’s triumphant season in 

Paris and her designs for (the Diaghilev (dayglev) production of) Rimsky-

Korsakov’s Le Coq d’Or were widely praised.  Within a few months she was 

back home in Russia working on a sequence of lithographs trying to present 

the war as a divinely inspired and triumphant endeavour. Click She called the 

series Mystical Images of War, and the first image shows St George with the 

dragon already dead – victory already, and the dragon is meekly swallowing 

George’s lance. But the confidence would wear thin as the series progressed.  
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She was greatly affected by the suffering and defeats being inflicted on the 

Russian troops. Limitless supplies of replacement bodies weren’t much use 

when the leadership was inept, and they were critically short of rifles and guns. 

Click Late in 1914 Czar Nicholas had to tell the allies that his forces couldn’t be 

relied upon to take part in any further offensives. So Goncharova’s later 

lithographs (e.g. The Pale Horse) naturally reflected her growing misgivings. 

This is the fourth and final horseman of the apocalypse. He is Death, also 

known as "the pale rider". Click Some of you might recall me showing William 

Blake’s version in an earlier series. 

Slide 22 Lentulov A Victorious Battle 1914 + clicks (final for enlargement) 

(Aristarkh Vasilyevitch) Lentulov was a Russian cubist artist who’d studied in 

Paris before the war. There he was exposed to the influence of Marinetti and 

the Futurists and all their glorification of war.  And this inspired him to paint 

this colourful battle scene. There’s a cavalry charge in progress with enemy 

soldiers, click there’s a couple of them, wilting under the attack. The scene 

resembles a gay carnival. The only hint of an explosion is a discreet cubist 

scarlet flash click. The Russian cavalry seem to be doing little more than waving 

imperiously and making sure their magnificent uniforms are seen to the best 

advantage.  The commander in the centre seems to be under the protection of 

a glowing circle of orange light click – a magical halo. The horses look like 

circus animals. Click The overall result is colourful but an almost laughably 

beguiling pageant in which bloodshed plays no part. Victory is going to be 

painless. Little of his patriotic fervour was to survive more than the first few 

months of the war.  

Slide 23 Malevich Private (Soldier) of the First Division 1914 

Kasimir Malevich managed to keep his belligerent mood for a bit longer than 

the other Russian artists, and here he’s completely caught up in the martial 

mood. This is a cubist work (he’s not yet the Suprematist he later became). 

We’re looking at a soldier who’s been dismantled. There’s his spirited 

moustache curling from the blue rectangle click and an ear below it. click The 

rest of the man’s features have been replaced by a military cross (top centre), 

the number 8, and other devices that suggest his individuality has been 

completely taken over by the military machine. That thermometer placed near 
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a capital C (lower centre) is a device used by the artist not to suggest 

temperature but illness (war fever perhaps). But cubism just doesn’t work here 

does it. It’s all too clever and too opaque to convey meaning. And what does 

the C stand for? Centigrade? Confusion? or maybe Cubism? 

 

Slide 24 Walter Sickert Tipperary 1914 + clicks  

In England Walter Sickert hated the whole idea of war. As a child he was scared 

of fireworks and anything else that went bang like brown paper bags. So he 

was never keen on the conflict. He’d been investigated by the London police 

early on because he’d been born in Munich. He wanted to be a war artist and 

for the last few months of 1914 he threw himself into vigorous engagement 

with the images that war generated in his mind. This painting was inspired by 

the growing popularity of army marching songs in London. He was trying to 

evoke the atmosphere of a pub singsong. click Remember, Sickert had been a 

professional actor under the stage name of Mr Nemo, and he was a devotee of 

Music Hall. So he loved the atmosphere of the theatre, and raucous sing-alongs 

in pubs. Click In the end Tipperary seems to have little military connection at 

all apart from its title. A preparatory drawing (Baby Grand) had actually shown 

a singer and a listening soldier as well.  

Slide 25 Sickert The Soldiers of King Albert at the Ready 1914 

At the outbreak of war Sickert was 54 so too old to join up, but he threw 

himself into a number of projects to help the war effort. Perhaps the police 

investigation into his German antecedents had made him want to look super-

patriotic. He accepted Sir John Lavery’s invitation to join the Artists’ 

Benevolent Fund and agreed to paint a nurse or soldier portrait to raise money 

for that fund. But soon the German invasion of Belgium set him off on a much 

grander project - to show the brutality of the enemy towards poor little 

Belgium. The Soldiers of King Albert at the Ready was the result. The picture 

was based on a press photograph he’d seen of the Belgian defence of Liege 

which Ludendorff captured after levelling the town with howitzers. Sickert set 

up the work by posing models in borrowed Belgian uniforms. He believed that 

such military paintings had a definite patriotic and recruiting value. So he was 

knowingly painting a bit of propaganda. 28 min to here 
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Slide 26 Dufy End of the Great War 1915 + click  

In June 1915 Jean Cocteau’s magazine Le Mot published this ecstatic Dufy 

image hopefully entitled The End of the Great War showing a vanquished 

Teutonic eagle writhing in the claws of Chanteclair, the triumphant Gallic 

rooster. The words round the outside are a victory hymn. Click On the right 

Joan of Arc’s spirit rises from the ruins of Rheims Cathedral which had been set 

ablaze by German shelling in 1914. Lower left Nurse Edith Cavell is in the 

process of being shot by the Prussians. 

Slide 27 Marinetti + click for Parole in libertà (Irredentismo) 1914-5 

The Italian, Marinetti’s Initial Manifesto of Futurism was printed in Le Figaro in 

1909 (it was translated into German and published in Der Sturm 3 years later).  

The Futurists, who were mostly Italian, were dedicated to destroying the past, 

to the glorification of war, to dynamism, and to the celebration of modernity. 

Futurist artists wanted to portray speed, movement, modern machinery. And 

they became very frustrated when Italy retreated into neutrality once the war 

had actually broken out elsewhere in Europe.  Mussolini was being courted by 

both sides but most Italians wanted to keep out of the conflict. However, the 

bellicose Futurists refused to believe that their virile country wouldn’t fulfil its 

martial destiny. click They rushed into print with belligerent words and images, 

they held rowdy demonstrations, some of them were arrested. Marinetti 

bellowed at audiences poems inspired by the War in the Balkans. Wyndham 

Lewis at one stage suggested that a day on the Western front was as nothing 

compared with the Futurist leader’s unaided voice. Marinetti exploited his love 

of noisy sound poems, called parole in libertà (parollee in liberta), by making a 

series of images (ink and collage) full of aggressive words and bits of such 

poems. This one is a map, dominated by the fierce capitals IRREDENTISMO 

(eeridenteesmo), referring to unreclaimed Italy, and arrows suggesting a swift 

advance over the border into Austria to reclaim those unreclaimed bits. It’s 

more of an idea than either art or a poem.  

Note: Parole in libertà is essentially a sound poem with lots of noisy words and 

onomatopoeia e.g. Boom! Boom! Boom!  Irredentismo: The doctrine that 

irredenta should be controlled by the country to which they are ethnically or 

historically related. Irredenta refers to unreclaimed Italy i.e. Trentino, Trieste, 
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Istria, Fiume, and parts of Dalmatia that were in the hands of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire (since 1866). 

Slide 28 Carlo Carrà Interventionist Demonstration 1914 + click  

Here’s another work that cries out for support for the Italian King and army. 
The composition was evidently inspired by Carrà seeing leaflets dropped from 
a plane and fluttering down over the Piazza del Duomo in Milan. The work has 
a cubist look and it has words radiating out from the centre in concentric 
circles, and a number of rays or lines of force are also moving out from this 
centre, giving an impression of an explosion, perhaps even of sound. This is 
another Futurist visual 'poem' (parole in liberta) with lots of sound 
representations such as click TRrrrrrrrrrr, SSOOOOOOO, and BBBRRRRRR, 
especially around the edges.  

Slide 29 Umberto Boccioni Charge of the Lancers 1915 + clicks 

When Italy finally entered the war the following May (1915), real fighting 

would turn out to be anything but fun. But for the Futurists the struggle they’d 

yet to experience was an infinitely exhilarating prospect. Boccioni put together 

this tempera and collage work. His cavalry charge has demonic energy, and the 

newspaper reports behind the lancers click refer to the progress of the war in 

France – though the artist would probably have preferred press reports of 

Italy’s courageous exploits on the battlefront, but there weren’t any yet. Click 

Like most of the Futurists, Boccioni was convinced that any Italian offensive 

would prove irresistible, but this had never been true for the Italians, well not 

since the time of Julius Caesar! Nevertheless his outsize lancers seem 

impregnable as they gallop fearlessly towards the gunfire coming from those 

insignificant little Austrian soldiers click in the trenches on the left. The horses’ 

hooves and the lances make a powerful cluster of lines of force. 33 min to here 

Slide 30 Max Liebermann Kriegszeit 1914 + click for England’s Bad Dream 

(Zeppelins) 1914 

In late 1914 Italy had yet to experience the human cost of battle, but those 

nations that had were already revising their initial views. At the start of 

September the German Impressionist, Max Liebermann, had been confident 

enough to draw this sabre-rattling cover for (Paul Cassirer’s) Kriegszeit 

magazine. The caption, Now we will thrash you! was using the Kaiser’s war cry 
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to convey the ferocity of that German cavalry officer. Click Despite the cooling 

fervour of many of his contemporaries, Liebermann continued to produce 

many more rah-rah lithographs like this suggestion that Zeppelins were a 

nightmare for Britain (for Kriegszeit). 

Note: The avant-garde dealer and publisher, Paul Cassirer started a weekly 

paper called Kriegszeit (World War) which was illustrated with patriotic prints 

by a whole host of artists. 

Slide 31 Kubin Torch of War 1914 

A couple of months later Alfred Kubin (koobeen) made a drawing showing 

quite a different point of view. His Torch of War coincided with a time when 

even the most optimistic of the German Generals were being forced to revise 

their plans for a quick victory. The Schlieffen Plan was better on paper than on 

land. Already they’d lost 400,000 men, they were fighting on two fronts, and 

had been forced on to the defensive.  A prolonged war of attrition now 

seemed inevitable. Kubin’s drawing accepts this inevitability and imagines a 

world where even woman has transformed herself into a monstrous 

embodiment of evil. She’s a towering figure bestriding the land. Her left hand 

points at the next target. The right holds up a fiery torch. Behind her she’s left 

an inferno of burning houses and trees. The wounded horse seen between her 

legs is struggling to rise. 

Slide 32 Giacomo Ballà Patriotic Demonstration 1915 + clicks for dog 

Things had stalled everywhere by early 1915. Gains in territory were measured 

in yards or metres. Losses of men were appalling. Nevertheless, the Italian 

Futurists greeted 1915 with bellicose enthusiasm. They still thought war was 

something great to get involved with, and they fully expected that Italian 

soldiers could whip anyone, especially the hated Austrians. Giacomo Ballà’s 

work was the most warlike of all. The honour of his native country demanded 

intervention in the conflict. So in this work (Patriotic Demonstration) we see 

the red white, and green of the Italian flag interwoven with a swirling 

abstraction. Its energy echoes the rowdy rallies being held in the streets of 

Rome at the time. Despite the sombre arcs and triangles of grey and black, the 

overall impression is festive. Ballà is revelling in the chance to put Futurism’s 
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machismo to the service of mobilizing his country for intervention. Click A far 

cry from this gentle pre-war Futurist work showing movement.  

The Italian Government had shilly-shallied during the winter of 1914-15 as to 

which side (or none) to join. They were weighing up what territorial 

advantages might be available. Click Eventually Ballà and his friends would get 

their way when Italy signed a secret agreement with Britain and France early in 

May 1915, and then declared war on Austria-Hungary on 23rd May. This was to 

be an utter disaster for Italy and for the Futurists. 

Slide 33 Jean Cocteau Dante on our Side 1915 

 Among the first to celebrate the news of Italy’s involvement was the 

Frenchman Jean Cocteau who devoted the cover of his magazine, Le Mot, to a 

drawing of Dante wearing a Phrygian cap adorned with a laurel wreath.  The 

caption reads Dante on our side. As things panned out for France, it was more 

like having Beatrice on their side. The Italian army was woefully unprepared for 

battle. Indeed it was more than a year before they got around to moving 

forwards rather than backwards against the Central Powers. 

Note: The Phrygian cap is a soft, red, conical cap with the top pulled forward, 

worn in antiquity by the inhabitants of Phrygia, a region of central Anatolia 

(Turkey). In sculpture, paintings and caricatures it represents freedom and the 

pursuit of liberty. 

Slide 34 Umberto Boccioni Dynamism of a Cyclist 1913 + click for Gino 

Severini Blue Dancer 1912 

In July 1915 Boccioni, Marinetti, (Russolo, Sant’Elia) and several of the younger 

Futurists joined up with the Volunteer Cyclists Battalion. Boccioni had been 

remarkably prescient when he drew this cyclist in 1913. But now some of the 

Futurists were facing real battle and their warlike illusions were melting away. 

They didn’t fare well against the Austrians; they were poorly equipped, poorly 

trained and even more poorly led. Bicycles were not suited to Alpine terrain, 

and Boccioni’s letters back home reflected his disillusionment. Click to remove 

cyclist 

Bodily infirmity prevented Gino Severini from fighting. He’d settled in Paris at 

the end of 1914, ill and penniless – or francless. Having to live in a city 
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alongside men in uniform, and amid rumours of German advances brought 

about a dramatic change in Severini’s work which had hitherto been confined 

to the painting of athletic sequined nightclub dancers to convey movement as 

we see here. 40 min to here 

Slide 35 Visual Synthesis of the Idea, War 1914 

Now he painted this Futurist work that suggests the war will be won or lost by 

machine power, not by men. It’s a rather stark canvas in grey tones dominated 

by firm verticals of chimney-stacks and other industrial forms, all working flat 

out to manufacture that propeller that we can see in the centre. Note the 

French flag. We can also see the words EFFORT MAXIMUM. And writ smaller 

are the words, Mobilisation Generale – a cry to step up industrial output. 

Slide 36 Severini Cannon in Action 1915 

Severini realized (before many of the generals did) that modern firepower 

could obliterate even the most determined and brave infantry and cavalry. 

Hence this work called Cannon in Action. The whole painting is alive with 

reactions of the earth to its effects, to the BBOUMM! Everything from 

destruction of the landscape to noise and flame and light, to smoke and fumes. 

The ultimate objective of this bombardment is to let the troops advance: click  

Avancer Avancer Avancer! There are lots of other words here associated with 

the effects of the explosions: e.g. vibration de l’herbe; and the craftsmanship 

needed to build and operate the noisy weapon: Precision, Systematique, and 

even some maths: arithmetique, geometrique. So the cannon’s at the centre of 

a radiating circle of images and words. And these words are that free-form, 

visual poetry called parole in libertà (parolee in leebertah), or “words-in-

freedom,” which was one of their pivotal inventions of the Futurists. But in this 

painting are men being dehumanized, controlled by the machines? It’s what a 

number of artists were starting to think. 

Slide 37 Severini Armoured Train in Action 1915  

And here’s a bird’s eye view of an armoured train. There’s a streamlined, 

metal-plated missile passing below the viewer. Faceless soldiers fire out at the 

enemy from their armoured shell. Beyond them is a great green gun projecting 
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from a riveted box. What we can’t see in this picture is any sign of the human 

cost of conflict.  

Slide 38 Nevinson Returning to the Trenches 1914-5 

But back to England and France. At the start of the war Christopher Nevinson 

had been an ambulance driver and stretcher bearer in France where he found 

shocking conditions and suffering. But it took some time for him to paint the 

utter shambles he described in his letters home. His Futurist leanings are 

obvious in this painting of French soldiers going back to the front. The lines of 

force split up the canvas like lances, but the motion forward is not quite a 

glorious Marinettian charge into battle. Instead it looks more like a dogged, 

grim progress of automatons. There is a pessimistic painting.  

So this was certainly not the sort of picture wanted on the home front. If the 

public couldn’t get a glorious victory every day, they at least demanded last 

ditch stands, ripping yarns of the heroic stuff dear old Lady Butler served up. 

Nevinson here is giving them a far from glamourous view of the front. Many 

admired his works, but he was heartily reviled by die-hard bigots who claimed 

that war should not be a vulgar subject for an experimental artist. The horrified 

Times thundered that Nevinson’s pictures were not a bit like cricket.  

Slide 39 Nevinson Flooded Trench on the Yser 1915 

But Nevinson refused to compromise, and now he painted Flooded Trench on 

the Yser (eezairr). For him, this is a rather realistic image. The trench is just that 

jagged cleft zigzagging away towards the horizon over a desolate terrain. Rain 

spears down like a shower of bayonets. Life doesn’t seem possible here.  

Slide 40 Nevinson Bursting Shell 1915 

Nevinson was having a thoroughly miserable honeymoon which he had to 

share with a bout of rheumatic fever that ultimately made him unfit for any 

further army service. No wonder he went on to paint the war with increasing 

gloom. This is one of his most apocalyptic canvasses of 1915. But The Bursting 

Shell would be his last dalliance with Futurism and Vorticism. It’s an aerial 

viewpoint of a shell exploding in a city and it shows the burst in almost 

diagrammatic fashion. Five dark triangles erupt from the centre, huge 
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splintered shapes provide a dramatic structure – brick walls, window frames 

and rafters are blown apart. There’s a sense of irresistible destructive force. 

Slide 41 Nevinson La Mittrailleuse (mitt ray yerz) 1915 

This work, painted about the same time as the former (incidentally also during 

his brief honeymoon) has replaced Futurist complexity with a more realistic 

alternative. But the grim-faced French machine gun crew seem to be just parts 

of their own weapon. There’s no suggestion of impending triumph here. This 

work marks the time when Nevinson had decided to make a complete break 

from Marinetti. He wrote to the Futurist leader: I now repudiate all of your 

utterances on the subject of war. War is not magnificent! 

Slide 42 Nevinson The First Searchlights at Charing Cross 1915 

Too sick to return to France, Nevinson now realized that London offered war 

subjects of its own. The Zeppelin raids of 1915 and 1916 had led to cities being 

blacked out for the first time. This painting reveals how Hungerford Bridge 

looked at night, transformed into a series of watch-towers, each one firing 

brilliant beams of light from near the river’s edge. Not unlike the bursting shell.  

Slide 43 William Roberts St George and the Dragon 1915 + click  

When the Evening News commissioned him to do a drawing for St George’s 

Day, William Roberts gave them this; it’s a Vorticist image of St George 

vanquishing the dragon. The paper had been expecting a picture its readers 

could understand.  Instead, they got St George hidden within a machine age 

structure. Only someone familiar with Vorticist language would ever have been 

able to make out the diagonal figure of the saint and the inverted dragon 

beneath him, among the slightly more obvious buildings of a modern, 

industrial city. It’s really hard to decipher this but click I think that’s St George, 

and are those the dragon’s claws? The caption beneath Roberts’ image in the 

Evening News was restrained: to the uninitiated this drawing will appear rather 

like a distorted jigsaw puzzle. 49 min 
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omit Slide 44 Duncan Grant In Memoriam, Rupert Brooke 1915 + clicks for 

Vanessa Bell 

Of course Wyndham Lewis and his Vorticists weren’t the only ones mourning 

lost comrades. In the Bloomsbury camp Duncan Grant was sufficiently upset by 

Rupert Brooke’s death (from blood poisoning in April 1915) to paint this 

memorial to the young poet. Click But Grant’s close friend, Vanessa Bell, had 

no time for the mourners who flocked to bestow on Brooke the status of a 

national martyr. She thought it hypocritical that so many people who couldn’t 

stand the man when he was alive were now ready to put him on an unearned 

pedestal. She couldn’t see much in him or his poems except for his good looks. 

Click After all, a lot of his poetry is utter doggerel isn’t it? If you don’t believe 

me reread The Old Vicarage, Grantchester, home of Jeffrey Archer. However, 

Duncan Grant thought otherwise and set out to design a memorial. The oil and 

collage panel we see here is a severe arrangement of vertical abstract forms. 

They seem to form a cathedral, and there at the bottom is a hint of the English 

countryside that inspired so many of Brooke’s poems. 

But now let’s see, using Brooke’s words, if there is honey still for tea. 

Slide 45 Tea Break 49 minutes  
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Slide 46 Léger The House under the Trees 1913 + click to remove and show 

Card Players 1915 + click for 1917 version 

Léger was a cubist painter who had lived a privileged life in France before the 

war painting this sort of thing. But by 1915 he was a sapper in the Forest of 

Argonne where he saw very heavy fighting, but, unlike most others, he showed 

no signs of wanting to escape the danger. Though isolated from his intellectual 

friends he seemed to enjoy the company of what he called real Frenchmen – 

the peasants, labourers, miners and bargemen (poilus). And he wanted his 

paintings to be as tough and precise as their slang. Click So his 1915 war 

pictures are robust, they’re matter of fact images of what’s going on around 

him, though they don’t show any fighting. He anchors his comrades in their 

surroundings, and we can see considerable use of tubular forms and 

fragmented figures. His artist friends actually called him a tubist rather than a 

cubist. These Card Players are real people, Léger’s comrades are grouped 

round a table, involved in a ritual of army life during a period of deadlock. He 

painted it on a panel of wood from a shell crate – you can see the grain 

showing through. Léger never shows the enemy in his work at this time. Click 

Here’s a much later, more finished version painted in 1917 – I’ll come back to 

this one. 

Slide 47 Félix Vallotton Landscape with Ruins and Fires 1915 + clicks for pre-

war landscape The Ball 1899 

Félix Vallotton was actually Swiss (who’d taken out French citizenship 14 years 

before the war), but he quickly proved himself more patriotic than any of the 

other French artists. At the ripe old age of 49 he volunteered for the army but 

was turned down. So he threw his considerable talents and energy into a 

patriotic publication called The Great War by Artists (Steinlen and Masereel 

also committed themselves to this). He was greatly distressed by the awful 

destruction that he shows in this 1915 landscape. Click It’s certainly far 

removed from his tranquil pre-war landscapes. (5 second gap) click Here we’re 

looking at a ravaged countryside. In the distance, there’s a village on fire, 

searchlights are probing the sky. There’s no sign of people, but some of those 

shadows in the foreground could be streams of blood. The whole landscape 

appears to be burning and bleeding. 
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Slide 48 Vallotton Barbed Wire 1916 + click  

Vallotton was a master of graphic economy. This work comes from a series of 

woodcuts he called This is War. It shows corpses spread-eagled on barbed 

wire. Click One soldier’s hand is pointing heavenwards in death, paralleled by 

the stakes holding the wire in place. They too seem to stretch upwards from 

the earth like the arms of long-buried bodies seeking help. 

Slide 49 Marsden Hartley Portrait of a German Officer 1914 + click for details 

Let me go back a year or so to late 1914 Berlin. Before the war, the American, 

Marsden Hartley, had been infatuated with the romance and pageantry of 

military life there. Now it has started he had to face the loss of a great, shall we 

say, friend among the German officers he idolized. This is Leutnant (Lieutenant) 

Karl von Freyberg who was killed in action late that year. Hartley didn’t paint a 

representational likeness of his dead boyfriend. He was still loyal to the ideals 

of cubism, of the Expressionists (of the Der Blau Reiter group), and to American 

Indian culture. So he painted von Freyberg as a semi-abstract assembly of flags, 

uniform, and medals – using a sort of heraldic or totemic language. The uniform 

became the man. Unlike many Americans who saw German culture as alien, 

Hartley strongly supported the Germans (after all they were buying his pictures) 

and he continued to glory in the trappings of their war machine, at least till the 

war started. To him von Freyberg wasn’t a corpse - he was a hero with an iron 

cross. Only the blackness around the margins of this picture shows it’s a death 

announcement. Click The numbers 4 and 24 refer to his regiment number and 

his age. KvF are his initials.  

Slide 50 Dix Self Portrait as a Soldier 1914 

One excited young German was Otto Dix, at that time into Expressionism. He 

painted himself in late 1914 just after enlisting as an artilleryman. This is a 

pugnacious young fellow, a football hooligan or even a Neanderthal. His jaw 

juts forward as if keen to be let loose on the enemy, and that scarlet cloak over 

his shoulders makes him look even more bloodthirsty. Even his signature is a 

piece of aggressive graffiti. Here is a man hungry for battle, backed up by a 

Nietzschean belief that the destruction of decadence is going to foster rebirth. 

At this stage Dix believes war is a good thing. He would very soon change his 

mind. 
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Slide 51 Otto Dix Self Portrait with Artillery Helmet 1914 + click for detail of 

signature 

He knew that war might be dangerous. You might be killed or injured. And this 

second self-portrait (painted on the other side of the paper) shows him in a 

more cautious mood. Now he’s sheltering under an elaborate artillery helmet. 

Its gleaming star is similar to some of Hartley’s imagery. But he’s now looking 

out almost sideways through narrowed eyes; he’s suspicious and withdrawn. 

The tightly buttoned uniform seems constricting, click and the signature’s less 

aggressive. The helmet badge and buttons resemble target bullseyes. 

Slide 52 Otto Dix Self-portrait as Mars 1915 

But for a time Dix’s Nietzschean convictions remained more powerful than his 

doubts. But he quickly developed a better grasp of the war’s destructive forces 

than did the Futurists who were well away with the fairies, and after a couple of 

battles Dix’s attitude became even grimmer. Self Portrait as Mars looks at first 

sight as if he’s identifying himself with the God of War. The artillery helmet now 

spouts an antique crest, and its star has become a dancing star – (shades of 

Fred Astaire). Mars is the focal point of the chaos swirling around him. Is Dix the 

only one keeping his composure while all around him is being torn asunder? 

Certainly we can see the influence of the Futurists here; there are lines of force 

making buildings totter and collapse behind him, and there’s lots of 

fragmentation in the image itself. The God of War is being battered by the very 

forces he’s unleashed.  

Slide 53 Otto Dix Self as Target 1915 

It’s now later still. Dix has now completely woken up to the dangers of war. So 

though he’s still obstinate, he knows he’s mortal. The simple soldier has 

become a helpless dummy, stripped of the proud helmet, only fit to stand at 

attention while enemy rifles aim at his target buttons. Dix has gone from 

aggressor to victim. 

The war was butchering more and more young men, and even the most 

optimistic artists found they could no longer ignore that reality. Death just had 

to come into their work. Everyone was disillusioned. We’re moving towards the 

awful  years of 1916 and 1917, the battles of the Somme, Verdun, Arras, 
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Messines, Passchendaele, Cambrai  – heroic, unbelievably bloody, and 

ultimately pointless, except for the fact that Germany and her allies were 

getting ground down and the Yanks were coming.  

Slide 54 Max Beckmann The Morgue (Totenhaus) drypoint 1915; woodcut 

1922 + click to show Self Portrait as Nurse 1915 

You might recall that Max Beckmann had volunteered in the autumn of 1914 

for the medical corps and was sent off to the Russian Front. And at first he was 

enthralled by the noise and excitement of battle.  But early the next year he 

was transferred to a Field hospital in Flanders and there he became much 

preoccupied with death, and did a lot of sketches showing death and injury 

(which he later made into drypoints and woodcuts). Click By the summer of 

1915 he’d had a nervous and physical breakdown, so he was evacuated to 

Frankfurt where he was again able to paint, but he said he could only think of 

grey, green, and purple or of black-yellow and sulfur-yellow. His Self-portrait as 

a medical orderly (or Nurse) at this time shows him caught in the act of 

painting. He looks a haunted man. The red cross on his lapel reminds us that 

he’s still in the army and likely to be called back when he has recovered 

somewhat. He was terrified of that possibility. 

Slide 55 Georg Grosz Air Attack 1915 + click for Riot of the Insane 1915  

Georg Grosz had viewed the outbreak of hostilities with misgivings, for he 

realized that the dancing and cheering masses had been misled by their leaders. 

He knew he’d get called up so he volunteered in November 1914 for the 2nd 

Kaiser Grenadier Guards, and his experiences at the front affected all his 

subsequent images. Most of his 1915 drawings and lithographs seemed 

obsessed with dead bodies. Grosz admitted he was absolutely disgusted with 

his own involvement in killing, no matter how indirectly. Mental strain allied 

with what he called a severe sinus condition (perhaps psychosomatic), got him 

discharged from the army in May 1915. He was greatly relieved, but this Berlin 

drawing, Air Attack, shows he didn’t even feel safe as a civilian. A bomb blast is 

causing panic. The figures nearest the explosion are thrown in the air; those a 

little further away flee in terror; buildings collapse. Click Grosz is still living in 

dread – but that dread was (as he admitted) mostly the dread of having to go 

back to the Front. In the latter months of 1915 he involved himself in an anti-
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war movement, and within a year had gained notoriety for a series of anti-war 

drawings and lithographs like this one which suggests the war has made 

everyone go mad with despair. 

Slide 56 Ludwig Kirschner Artillerymen in the Shower 1915 

Ernst Ludwig Kirschner probably experienced the most traumatic and 

protracted suffering of any artist in WW1. He’d volunteered as a driver for an 

artillery unit soon after the outbreak of hostilities. Now it’s a year later, and this 

painting is of soldiers stripped of their uniforms and weapons. Their hardly 

heroic, naked figures are crammed together in a communal shower. Some seem 

to flinch from the water jets as if they were bayonets or bullets. They look thin, 

almost emaciated; their flesh is a jaundiced yellow. This could have been a side-

effect of handling high explosives like picric acid or TNT which turn the skin 

yellow. Or maybe it’s just a fauvist-expressionist use of non-realistic colour. 

Nonetheless Kirschner has painted the members of the Kaiser’s elite army as if 

they were undernourished, fearful, helpless and lacking esprit de corps. He’s 

made use of slashing brushstrokes typical of the Expressionists. And the 

regimentation of army life has intruded even into the ablutions block; there’s 

an officer on the right overseeing their ablutions, and there’s a naked man 

shovelling coal into the furnace. Kirschner didn’t survive these conditions for 

long. They sent him home in October 1915 with a lung infection and general 

debility. 

Slide 57 Ludwig Kirschner Self Portrait 1915 

 Late in that same year he’s showing not only sickness of the body but also 

sickness of the spirit. In The Drinker, Self Portrait 1915, (originally called The 

Absinthe Drinker) we see a sallow, utterly fatigued man (no doubt a case of 

severe depression). He looks drugged and demoralized, still with his military 

haircut. He’d apparently painted the work in his Berlin studio while, at the time 

he wrote, “night and day the military trains screeched past my window.” The 

aerial perspective has the table top tilted to such an alarming extent that he’s 

having to clutch its edge for support, and that oversized green goblet suggests 

he’s reliant on the contents for his sanity. The fact that he’s dressed in a 

brilliant striped scarf and black high-heeled shoes (possibly borrowed from his 

dancer mistress, Erna Schilling) might suggest that he felt his masculinity had 
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been impaired by his war experiences – certainly he looks mentally ill. 18 min to 

here 

Slide 58 Kirschner Self Portrait as Soldier 1915 

Kirschner injects even more self-disgust into this Self Portrait (as a Soldier 

1915). The glass of absinthe has gone, and now he frames himself between an 

unfinished canvas and a nude model posing in the studio. He certainly looks 

anything but a reinvigorated painter. He’s still wearing his artillery uniform 

(note the cap with the same target-style badge as worn by Dix), but his skin is 

yellow; his pupils are invisible. Indeed his eyes are painted the same solid blue 

as the uniform jacket. He’s raised his right arm as if to resume painting, but all 

we can see is a greenish-yellow stump severed at the wrist. So the illness that’s 

ended his wartime service has left him psychologically maimed. He thinks he 

can no longer paint. Kirschner would be plagued with psychiatrically related 

paralysis for the rest of the war and beyond. He became obsessed by the feeling 

that his artistic powers were failing, and spent a lot of time in various sanitaria. 

He committed suicide in 1938 after a savage hounding by the Nazis. 

Slide 59 Franz Marc Fighting Forms 1914 + click for The Greedy Mouth 1915  

Franz Marc, who’d enthusiastically volunteered for the cavalry in September 

1914, never stopped planning the works he’d paint after it was all over. He was 

another, like Otto Dix, who initially saw the whole affair as necessary for the 

cleansing of Europe and painted this Expressionist work just before the war 

broke out. It shows two battling entities – us in red and the enemy in black. But 

when his great friend, August Macke, died a month later, Marc started to see 

things differently. But the urge to keep on making art, even under awful 

conditions at the Front, remained strong in many German artists. Click During 

1915 he was putting together a sketchbook of ideas from his battlefield 

observations. And many of these pencil sketches were hardly optimistic. For 

example, The Greedy Mouth shows a predatory, but also somewhat impish 

creature gorging itself on a variety of prey. But the picture’s ambiguous. Are 

those shafts entering or leaving its mouth? Marc’s mood was darkening as 1915 

ground on. But he didn’t fall ill or have a breakdown like many other artists; 

indeed he was delighted to be appointed as a camouflage artist during 1916 

“covering gun emplacements with tarpaulins painted in strongly pointillistic 
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designs and creating Kandinskys on military tarpaulins” as he wrote home. But 

this pleasant stint was all too soon over, and he was sent back to the front. A 

month later he was killed in front of Verdun – a decorated but dead hero. 

Slide 60 Ernst Barlach Mass Grave 1915 + clicks for Holy War litho 1914  

Barlach was called up in 1915 all too aware of the ongoing toll at the front. By 

the end of that year the carnage was so great that soldiers’ bodies were having 

to be thrown into hastily dug pits. Barlach shows the utter wretchedness of 

mass war burial in this powerful lithograph. click This isn’t the Holy War he was 

envisioning only a year earlier. His views are now completely different. Click 

The abandoned shapes in this image are crowded and unidentifiable. The grave 

digger seems too exhausted to fill in the pit. He sits bowed with fatigue, he’s an 

unofficial mourner, and there are more bodies coming from the distance. 22 

min since tea 

Slide 61 Ludwig Meidner The Last Day 1916 

Ludwig Meidner had anticipated the calamitous nature of this war with his 

Apocalypse canvases, and now, just before he was called up into the German 

infantry, he painted this visionary landscape.  This is a man who’s scared stiff, 

and he’s let his fear run free in this dark, utterly desolate vision. Instead of 

fleeing from danger, traumatized men and women are mostly just huddling 

together in the battered landscape waiting for the end. They’ve no way of 

protecting themselves against the menace inherent in that lowering sky. Even 

the few fleeing figures seem frozen in their flight.  

Slide 62 Albin Egger-Lienz 1915 1915 click to remove and reveal The Nameless 

Ones 1916 + clicks for van Gogh 

The shift in the Austrian feelings about the war between 1915 and 1916 shows 

up in works by Albin Egger-Lienz (pronounced Lee-enz). As an official war 

painter he concentrated on large canvasses of the struggle, initially rah-rah 

attacks by the invincible Austrian supermen like these specimens. Click But by 

1916 Egger-Lienz is starting to question the war. Though this work is also on an 

epic scale (2.5 x 4.75 metres) and still suitable for an heroic battle picture it’s 

anything but heroic. He called it The Nameless Ones.  War here is a struggle to 

the death in a denuded landscape; the soldiers still relentlessly advancing, but 
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no longer erect, but bent double, bleeding on to the soil, and click looking for 

all the world like Van Gogh’s Reaper (after Millet) 1889 repeated ad nauseam. 

Click Those repetitive body patterns emphasize the loss of individuality and 

free will. So one year has made a huge difference to this artist’s perceptions. 

Slide 63 Gustav Klimt Death and Life 1908-11 revised 1915-6 

Gustav Klimt was one Austrian artist who was unlikely to let the war distract 
him from his normal output of landscapes, portraits and allegories, but he did 
rework a large canvas called Death and Life during the years 1915-16. It’s in his 
typical, sinuous, art-nouveau style.  

Slide 64 Gustav Klimt Death and Life 2 versions + click for last version 

He’d started it long before the war broke out and originally set the figures on a 
sumptuous gold background. Now the pervasiveness of death prompted him to 
replace the gold with a chill greeny blue. And two more female figures were 
introduced to the left hand side of the Life area, placing them closer to Death. 
The previously luxuriant hair of the foreground woman has now given way to 
shorn locks, and both she and the other female figures look increasingly 
uncomfortable against that eerie greenish background. Click The skeletal 
predator (Death) now looks directly at them threateningly. His clenched hands 
are now in view, holding - is it a stick grenade? His shroud is now decorated 
with flags bearing crosses. 

Slide 65 Kuzma Petrov-Vodkin On the Firing Line 1915-6 

The dying years of Tsarist Russia are upon us. The whole nation’s demoralized 

by defeats. Now Kuzma Petrov-Vodkin has painted a remarkable image of 

human vulnerability. The artist is still a patriot and he’s naturally concentrating 

on Russian troops at their most resolute. They’re determined to defend the 

mother country, and they’re charging up the slope through a landscape filled 

with explosions. But they’re all in similarly repetitive poses. Military training has 

converted them into automatons. One soldier has fallen wounded (or has he 

just tripped?). The central figure is a young ensign in the process of dying. He’s 

dropped his sword at his moment of martyrdom, and turns his face away from 

the enemy; he’ll never reach them now. His hand is on his heart like a dying 

operatic star. Has the artist used him as a symbol of his country’s fate? 
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Slide 66 Olga Rosanova War Collage 1916 + 3 clicks  

Another Russian, Olga Rozanova, did a number of woodcuts and (two) collages 

to illustrate her radical poet husband’s publication Universal War. He (Aleksei  

Kruchenykh [pronounced Aleksigh Krewchenik]) was probably the most radical 

of the Russian Futurists. click The collage is meant to represent an air attack 

with a person fleeing from a bomber. click That’s the bomber and that’s the 

fleeing person. In 1916 Rozanova had joined up with a group of Russian avant-

garde artists led by Kazimir Malevich, and her paintings moved from Cubist and 

Italian Futurist towards pure abstraction. They used geometric forms like the 

square and the circle, and called their style Suprematism. 

Note: Suprematism is an art movement focused on fundamental geometric 

forms (in particular the square and circle) which formed in Russia in 1915-1916. 

The composition is organized by the visual weight and relationships of colours. 

Slide 67 Rozanova Explosion in a Trunk (collage) 1916 

Here we see another result of that change to pure abstraction. She’s stuck bits 

of fabric on to blue paper to show forms attacking one another.  But most of 

her works are more lyrical than aggressive.  And this is the most whimsical of 

her collages. The explosion is that star-shaped form, the pink bit is the trunk.  

Rozanova is dealing with war in terms of a metaphorical struggle between 

cosmic forces. From what we can see here she doesn’t seem overly pessimistic 

in her views of War. She may even have found it rather exciting. But then she 

wasn’t ever exposed to battle or its aftermath. 

Slide 68 Per Krohg The Grenade 1916 

The war paintings done in 1916 by the Norwegian artist Per Krohg (pair krōg) 

also have a lyrical tone to them. In the early months of 1916 he’d served as a 

volunteer in a Norwegian ski patrol helping the French wounded on the Vosges 

front (mountains in Alsace near Switzerland). When he went home to Norway 

he painted a number of works based on those experiences. He’d loved the 

excitement of the conflict. We can see little red and blue shells wafting serenely 

across the sky leaving pretty patterns in their wakes. The grenade itself has 

burst like a primrose, and the troops beneath are marching like sprightly 
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cabaret performers. It looks more like a shell burst than a grenade explosion to 

me, but it’s all rather jolly and pretty – not at all like war. 

Slide 69 George Clausen Youth Mourning (1916 - 1928) 

Back in England George Clausen, an academic artist exhibited the forerunner of 

this painting at the RA in 1916: a naked woman weeping near three white 

crosses. In the distance were more clusters of crosses suggesting a military 

cemetery.  This Symbolist-style work had been inspired by the death in France 

of Clausen’s daughter’s fiancée. Clausen had abandoned his former optimism 

about the conflict. Then, twelve years later, at the request of the picture’s 

owner, Clausen altered it to what we see here. He painted over all the white 

crosses, replacing them with a more rudimentary dark cross in the foreground. 

Its solitary presence emphasizes the solitary grief of the young woman. The 

background was also altered to become a gloomy, waterlogged, deserted plain, 

pockmarked with shell holes, reminiscent of Flanders. 31 minutes to here 

Slide 70 Harold Gilman Tea in the Bed-Sitter 1916 

For many women 1916 was a year they just spent waiting for news from the 

Front, waiting with even more apprehension than before.  That year a number 

of artists of the Camden Town Group in London started painting this sombre 

mood into their shabby-genteel interiors. Here’s an example by Harold Gilman. 

It looks to be a quiet and familiar afternoon event in a bed-sitting room, but the 

mood, suggested by those blue tones, is melancholy. These women seem 

forlorn. They’ve run out of conversation. Each is staring into her own private 

loneliness and sadness. 

Slide 71 Christopher Nevinson French Troops Resting 1916 

Unlike these English academic painters Nevinson had been near the war and he 

knew exactly what the troops were going through.  So his work has a savage, 

unvarnished edge to it. This image is viewer-friendly even though the cluster of 

exhausted men is treated with a degree of angularity. Without showing the 

resignation in their faces, their huddled ungainliness and utter fatigue, he 

wouldn’t have been able to ram home the degradation and misery of life at the 

Front. There are a few signs of Futurism or Vorticism any longer in this work – 

jut a few fragmented bits that mightn’t look out of place in a Vorticist work. The 
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geometrical canisters, helmets, weapons and shoulder packs have an austerity 

not too different from some of his earlier abstractionist ideas, and the sky itself 

is certainly fractured. 

Slide 72 Mark Gertler Merry-Go-Round 1916 

I find this a rather disturbing painting. Mark Gertler was a Jewish artist living in 

London’s East End. The painting’s origin lay in the artist’s fascination with the 

annual spring fair held on Hampstead Heath. It’s a macabre image of a civilian’s 

view of a world caught up in the insanity of a war that just won’t end. Gertler 

was a conscientious objector. He’s turned the Hampstead roundabout into a 

metaphor for the military machine, a machine that sucks everyone into its 

diabolical rotation. Though those soldiers on the roundabout might be enjoying 

their leave from the front, they can’t get off it. They’re sitting stiffly on the 

wooden horses like zombies. Each has opened his mouth in unison as if on 

command. They are all programmed to behave in the same way. The women 

seem to be similarly affected and trapped on the carrousel. So it’s a picture of 

people imprisoned and brainwashed into conformity - humans who can never 

hope to escape from this diabolical machine that whirls endlessly round and 

round.  Gertler was very brave to want to exhibit this work, because not only 

was he anti-war, he was also the son of Jewish immigrants from Poland, and 

though he’d been born in London they looked on him almost an alien and 

vaguely German at that. 

Slide 73 Muirhead Bone Tanks 1916 

By this time in 1916 Masterman and his WPB group had decided to hire some 

more official war artists. The public now knew they had been short-changed 

over information. So a number of artists were now commissioned to provide 

more realistic alternatives to the highly censored photographs that you could 

see in British newspapers. The Scottish etcher, Muirhead Bone, became the first 

of these, and he was sent for a jaunt in a chauffeur-driven limousine around the 

back of the Front near the Somme. Among the drawings he worked up into 

etchings was this one of Tanks. It’s professional, it’s exciting, but there’s no 

human agony here; there’s also no reality. Wilfred Owen wrote that these 

Somme pictures are the laughing stock of the army, like the trenches being 

exhibited in Kensington. 
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Slide 74 Erich Heckel Springtime in Flanders 1916 + click for enlargement 

Erich Heckel’s Springtime in Flanders is a rather different Expressionist work. He 

has tried to catch the landscape just as a cold front is arriving. Right in the 

middle a watery sun is just managing to penetrate the menacing clouds of that 

coming storm. Click The desolate land’s lit by the watery light. That figure 

walking up the road seems as bent as the battered trees. Though there’s no 

direct reference to war, we can see its effects in the painting. The land looks 

shell-shocked. Belgium’s countryside has been ravaged, and Heckel’s vision 

suggests that Spring might not be able to regenerate things this time. 

Slide 75 Barlach From a Modern Dance of Death litho 1916 

In 1916 more and more Germans were leaning towards pacifism, especially 

those in the Socialist party. Ernst Barlach had by this time become very anti-

war. He’d managed to get himself discharged from the infantry after only 2 

months and absolutely loathed everything about the war. His lithographs 

actively denounced the hostilities. This one is dominated by a robed giant 

swinging an outsized sledgehammer; he is mindless destruction personified. He 

even seems intent on crushing the bones under his feet. Barlach was convinced 

by this time that all rational argument was useless, and the only hope for 

mankind was religious intercession.  

Slide 76 Claus Bergen U-Boat Surface Action 1917 

This one is in complete contrast. It was done by one of Kaiser Wilhelm’s 

favourite sea painters. In one sense 1917 was a year that would bring some 

hope of an end to the hostilities. For as a consequence of the German U-boat 

warfare and huge losses to their merchant fleet, the United States finally made 

up their minds in April to come into the war on the side of the Allies 

Slide 77 Childe Hassam Allies Day May 1917 

Childe Hassam was quick to celebrate his country’s decision to enter the war 

with this very festive work. Although the Stars and Stripes predominate I can 

also see British and French flags. Hassam’s English ancestry and his love of Paris 

and the Impressionists had always predisposed him to support action against 

the German barbarians.  
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Slide 78 Claude Monet The Rue Montorgueil, Paris. Celebration of 30 June 
1878  

Note the influence of Monet on Childe Hassam’s work. Monet had painted this 
40 years earlier. It’s a festival celebrating "peace and work", one of the events 
associated with the third Universal Exhibition in Paris, and intended to be a 
symbol of France’s recovery after their defeat by the Prussians in 1871. It too 
demonstrated nationalist enthusiasm, as has Hassam’s flag painting. 

Slide 79 A successful rat-hunt in the trenches 1917 

The winter of 1916-1917 was called the “turnip winter” in Germany because of 
the poor harvests added to the blockade that further weakened the German 
economy. The French armies were so demoralized that they seemed likely to 
collapse. That awful 10-month battle around Verdun had caused so many 
casualties on both sides that by the end of 1916 everyone was dispirited to say 
the least. The Germans were starving. There were mutinies among the French 
troops, the Russian offensives collapsed and the Italian armies had also been 
routed by Austria-Hungary in the Isonzo Valley. All over the battlefields of 
Europe troops were questioning the rationale of continuing to fight on and on 
and on – what on earth for?  The doomed British initiative at Passchendaele 
didn’t dispel this gloom either.   

Slide 80 Nevinson Explosion 1917 

So away from America the moods of all sides were decidedly bleak, and this 
darkness was reflected in the artists’ images. Nevinson painted this picture of a 
bursting shell to demonstrate the war’s annihilating force. Though the earth has 
managed to keep its shape at the bottom of the composition, most of the sky is 
rent apart by shafts of fire and light obliterating the darkness. These provide 
the only light in the painting. The explosion has turned night into day. 

Slide 81 Georg Grosz Explosion 1917 + click to enlarge 

Grosz’s explosion sees the moment of explosion as a fiery incandescence. We’re 
much nearer to the blast than we were in Nevinson’s painting. But this is a city 
in which a bomb or shell has exploded. Buildings are collapsing, fires raging; 
there is a hellish furnace glare throughout the vaguely cubist composition. Click 
The explosion takes centre stage. We might see glimmers of Futurism with 
those radiating lines of force, but the artist probably thought he was being 
Expressionist. There are civilians here, but they’re hard to see, just terrified 
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faces and fragments of limbs amidst the turmoil. The green and yellow tinges to 
the cloud of smoke from the explosion suggest it is perhaps poisonous. 

Slide 82 Henri Valensi Expression of the Dardanelles 1917 + clicks for 
enlargement and details 

Henri Valensi had been painting at the Dardanelles front for the French army, 
and he’s tried to transform the moment of an explosion into a rhythmic 
abstraction. Before the war he’d been involved with Marcel Duchamp (cubism, 
fauvism) and he was fascinated with the idea of relating music and painting. But 
his works based on the Dardanelles campaign turned out to be much more 
documentary than most of his other work. click At the heart of this picture is a 
bursting shell connected by a series of thin curving lines to gun barrels around 
the painting’s perimeter. Valensi believed that various aspects of a subject 
should be brought together through what he called rhythmic division of the 
canvas, so he has woven a complex web of upright, diagonal and zig-zag strips 
into the composition. Furthermore within the mesh there are references to 
click destroyers, gun batteries, planes and firing soldiers. But the whole work is 
so joyfully decorative that it completely fails in its attempt to convey violence 
and destruction. 

Slide 83 Félix Vallotton Verdun, An Interpreted Picture of War 1917 + click to 
enlarge 

After paying a visit to the French Front in 1917 Félix Vallotton was deeply 
affected by what he saw, and he translated his impressions into this battle 
scene. Not for him the complexity of Valensi’s work; he has concentrated on 
simplicity to get the emotional impact. He’s another to paint (like Nevinson, Dix 
and Grosz) an explosion that’s tearing great jagged hunks out of land and sky. 
Vallotton is by now resiling from his earlier patriotism and view of war as being 
somehow noble. He’s now moving towards a growing belief that the war was a 
great fatality. click There are no figures here at all; just multicoloured 
searchlights carving their paths across a ravaged terrain. Rain slashes down on a 
mud-choked foreground, but it doesn’t stop a dark cloud of smoke or is it gas 
from emerging – a cloud threatening to asphyxiate the landscape. The rain 
seems equally powerless to extinguish those flames racing through the ruined 
trees of the forest below. There are no soldiers to be seen, but we can imagine 
them trapped in this inferno – helpless. 
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Slide 84 Vallotton Military Cemetery at Châlons-sur-Marne 1917 + click  

Vallotton went on to document the consequences of the ongoing butchery 
even more directly with this painting of a Military Cemetery. A dense forest of 
grave markers stretches off almost to the horizon. Their sheer numbers are 
alarming, but the artist has also introduced some individuality to some of these 
crosses. They’re marking the graves of real people, and click we can tell this by 
the insignia, wreaths and other individual tributes left on the crosses by 
mourners. There’s now a separate grief for some of the burials. And can you see 
the occasional dark smudge in the mist among the crosses? These are the 
silhouettes of people searching for the graves of sons, lovers, husbands.  

Slide 85 László Moholy-Nagy Landscape with Barbed Wire 1917 

Here’s an even more stark image. Moholy-Nagy (maholy naj) had been an 
artillery officer in the Austro-Hungarian army before being wounded. Here he 
has made an entire landscape out of barbed wire entanglements. It’s done in 
black crayon and he’s covered the hill with a jagged network, a network that is 
not precisely drawn but more hinted at. A series of interlocking arcs retreat up 
the slope. We can see a few tufts of grass, but they are effectively trapped in 
the wire. The artist has also filled the sky with a mesh of lines that are even 
denser. It looks all but impossible to evade the fatal embrace of that wire. And 
here I must leave you entangled till next week. 

Slide 86 End 47 min since tea break  


